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2006 yearbook set for Sept. 12 release
’05 yearbook nearing completion
Jim Santel
News Editor

S

t. Louis U. High students will have the
unfamiliar experience of receiving a
timely yearbook on Sept. 12, the projected
release date of the 2005-06 edition of the
Dauphin. Additionally, the 2004-05 yearbook is entering the final stages of production, although a release date is not yet
available.
The theme of the 224-page 2006 book
is “A SLUH of…,” a theme that art teacher
John Mueller said he had originally wanted
to use in 1986.
According to French teacher Dick Keefe,
this is the first yearbook to be released on

schedule since 1999, when Spanish teacher
Charlie Merriott was moderator.
Mueller said that once the book arrives
from Herff-Jones, Inc., on Sept. 9, a postcard
notice will be sent to members of the class
of ’06, informing them that they can pick up
the yearbook at the switchboard.
The ’06 Dauphin was moderated by
Keefe, Mueller, and theology teacher Matt
Sciuto.
Sciuto said it was this three-moderator
system that was the key to the prompt release
of the ’06 yearbook, allowing each moderator
to focus on one aspect of the book. Keefe was
in charge of the book’s text, Mueller handled
design, and Sciuto managed photography.

“Mueller was the driving force,” said
Sciuto.
“He was committed to having a yearbook out the first week of September. And
Mr. Keefe was committed to saying, ‘I don’t
want any mistakes in the yearbook.’”
“Mr. Keefe and I couldn’t have done it
without (Sciuto),” Mueller said. “You can
always have someone tell you what happened, but if no one’s taking pictures, you’re
out of luck.”
Sciuto, who began taking photos for the
yearbook around 2001, founded the Photography Club last year. The club’s main task is
taking photos for the yearbook, but its photos

see YEARBOOK, 14

2200 attend SLUH-only mixer School redoes webaround 700 of them were SLUH students.
“(The attendance was) by far more than
we expected. We thought that the attendance
he Back-to-School mixer, an event would be way down because of the only
marking the glorious end of the gruel- SLUH males factor. I was surprised at the
ing first week of school, has
amount of people that came,
always been accompanied
and I was very, very excited
by anticipation and hype.
about (that),” Zinn said.
This year’s event was no difThe mixer included the
ferent because, for the first
traditional horde of crazily
time ever, only St. Louis U.
dressed seniors decked out in
High males were allowed
varieties of sunglasses, weird
to attend Student Council’s
shirts, and hats, accompanied
(STUCO) annual fall gatherby throngs of sweaty undering. Fortunately for STUCO,
classmen. The Danis Lobby
the SLUH-only policy did not
and darkened gymnasium
affect the turnout of the Jr.
remained crowded throughout
Bills, and fortunately for the Seniors Dave Emnett (left) and the evening, as the 700 Jr. Bills
Jr. Bills, the new policy did Joe Anderson show off their mixer danced the night away with
garb.
not keep the girls away.
over 1,500 girls.
According to STUCO Vice President for
Although attendance was still lower than
Public Relations Mark J. Zinn, an estimated in previous years, mixer goers were still being
2,200 area teenagers attended the mixer;
see MIXER, 13

Charlie Landis
News Editor

T
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site over summer

Kevin Casey and Jerry Lakin
Core Staff, Reporter

A

long with the new parking lot and
pick-up/drop-off system, St. Louis
U. High students may have noticed another, less obvious Vision 2000 improvement
this school year. As of July 5, the school’s
website (www.sluh.org) was completely
renovated. The simple interface and awkward navigation have been replaced by a
sleeker and more appealing design.
The school had certain goals in mind for
the new site, including creating a “visually
engaging, content rich, and highly usable
online presence for the school” while at the
same time reflecting and promoting SLUH’s
mission in a “dynamic manner,” according to
Advancement Associate and Website Project
Coordinator Ben DuMont in an e-mail to
the Prep News. The site will serve as a link

see WEB, 14



Cafeteria
Christian Ronzio
Core Staff

P

aper or plastic? That’s the question that
SLUH students have had to answer
this year regarding payment for lunch.
Beginning last week, SLUH instituted a
new computer payment system for buying
lunch which substitutes plastic debit cards
for cash.
Each card is attached to a debit account,
which can be easily filled by sending in
checks or using cash for any amount, and
can be refilled at any time, according to
Kitchen Supervisor Kathy Hylla. The new
computers in the cafeteria scan a bar code
on the back of each card and deduct payment
from the account. At the end of the year, the
accounts can carry to the next or be cashed
out for seniors.
According to Hylla, there are already
around 350 people with cards and she expects
that number to go up as people get used to
the idea.
“The nice thing about these cards is
that it is much faster,” Hylla said. “You
don’t have hundreds of students fumbling
for change and whatnot, and the cards can

News
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easily be replaced if lost.”
She also said that it was good for parents
because they can trust that their money for the
cards is going to food, rather than students
simply keeping it.
The idea was brought to SLUH by Food
Service Consultants (FSC), the company that
runs the kitchen, after two successful years of
implementation at their other St. Louis area
high schools, including DeSmet. The card
system was okayed by the administration
last May and installed over the summer by
FSC.
Vice President of Administration Mike
Leary researched the possibility and said,
“It pretty much got rave reviews from some
of the other schools who’ve had it for a
couple years, such as St. Joe’s. We thought
that it would be more convenient for the
students.”
“I think that the cards are great,” said
senior Brett Venker. “The lines move a lot
faster and it’s much easier to pay.”
Many students and parents shared this
sentiment and hoped that as the year goes on,
more students get cards to make the system
more efficient. Karen Leverenz, mother of

cash
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senior Sam Leverenz, said, “I really like not
having to worry about giving money each
week or day, and it’s easier not to deal with
change.”
John Krause disagreed with that statement, saying that, “I’m not going to get a
card, because I don’t buy my lunch everyday,
but now cash takes so much longer when I
do want something because there is only one
line devoted to (paying in cash).”
Some students experienced a different
problem with the cards entirely, a problem
that plagues credit card users all over the
world. It is hard to have a sense of how much
money is being spent until the account is
out.
“I really have no sense of how much
money I’m spending,” said senior Pat McDonagh. “It’s not like having cash in your
hand and counting out the dollars. You juwave the card and get food. Just last week I
bought five Bosco sticks during one activity
period.”
The use of cards has also resulted in
some parents financing lunch at school where
they didn’t before, according to senior Chris
Gaffney.

Cummings undergoes hernia surgery Swift scores

Pete Mackowiak
Core Staff

T

om Cummings, S.J., underwent surgery Tuesday morning to repair a
hernia in his stomach. Cummings is now
back at home and is on his way to a good
recovery.
In 1991, Cummings had triple bypass
open-heart surgery in which a screen was
placed in his stomach. Over the years, his sternum has weakened, and the hernia became
more of a problem. After experiencing some
pain, he decided to have another surgery.
         In the hernia operation, the surgeon
drills four holes in the patient’s upper abdomen. He then uses hooks and electronic
equipment to place a screen in the patient’s
stomach. The screen serves the purpose of
suppporting the patient’s repaired stomach.
Maintenance director Ray Manker drove
Cummings from his house on Lawn Avenue
to St. Mary’s Hospital around 6 a.m. Tuesday

morning. The operation lasted from 7:30 to
10:30 a.m. When it was complete, Cummings
spent time in the recovery room. His sister
Barbara drove him home at about 4 p.m.
         Librarian Eleanora McCarthy is substituting for Cummings for the remainder of
the week. Cummings is expected to return
to his teaching duties on Tuesday.
        “So far so good,” according to Fr. Michael Marchlewski, S.J. “He’s always been
in good shape... lively, walking around the
halls, always involved.” Marchlewski lives
with Cummings on Lawn Avenue.
         “We missed his presence, his charm and
wit,” said theology teacher Ralph Houlihan,
S.J. “Thankfully, he was only really gone
for one day.”

Reminder

To find the Prep News on the SLUH
website: From www.sluh.org, click
on the links to the Student, Parents, or
Alumni pages, then click on the link
to the Prep News.

perfect 36
on
ACT
Neil Salsich
Reporter

S

t. Louis U. High senior Todd Swift
took the ACT last April 14 as a junior
in hopes of walking away with a score in
the upper 30s—but what he got was quite
a suprise: a perfect 36.
Swift joins fellow senior Micah Manary
as the second member of the class of ’07 to
recieve a 36. His score far surpassed both
the Missouri average score of 21.6 and the
national average of 20.9.
Swift, who lives just across the river
in Columbia Ill., also rose far above the Illinois average score of 21.1. Four students
from Missouri scored a 36 as well, but Swift
technically is not considered one of them.
Swift said he felt nervous going into the

see FLAWLESS, 10
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21 travel to Italy, France

Following a two-night stay in Nice,
the trip continued rolling and made stops
at Cassis, Arles, and Aix-en-Provence. The
wenty-one SLUH seniors and recent voyage said goodbye to Southern France
SLUH alum Niall Kelleher set out after a picnic at the Pont du Gard, the bestfrom Lambert Airport toward Rome for a preserved portion of a Roman aqueduct built
20-day trip across Italy and France on June in AD 19.
From there the group took France’s
1. French teacher Jennifer Crespin and
high-speed
her friend
train, the
Hervé DeTGV, toschamps
wards the
accompaLoire Valnied
the
ley, which
travelers.
is known
After
for its elarriving in
egant chaRome, the
teaus, such
group met
as Chamboup with
rd and Chetheir EF
nonceau.
Tour guide,
After two
Patricia
nights in the
Biondillio,
Loire Vala young SiSLUH students prepare to depart St. Louis for Europe
ley, the trip
cilian who
spoke fluent Italian, French, and English, and made a stop at Mont St.-Michel, followed by
remained with the students for the duration of St. Malo. The following day, SLUH students
the trip. EF Tours also provided bus drivers, were able to return briefly to American soil
made hotel arrangements, reserved dinners, when they entered the American Cemetery
at the beaches of Normandy.
and created a schedule for each day.
The remaining three days of the trip
As soon as the students arrived in Rome,
they beat jet lag by having their first taste were spent in Paris, a favorite among many
of authentic Italian food. The following day, of the students. Using Paris’s Metro system
they immersed themselves in Rome’s history to travel, the SLUH students went to the top
by visiting sights such as the Vatican, the of the Eiffel Tower, explored the Louvre,
Roman Forum, and the Coliseum. In Rome, and visited the Notre Dame Cathedral. Some
students were given free time to explore the even ventured into Paris’s eerie catacombs.
city, eat gelato, buy gifts, or watch the Pope An entire day of free time was given on the
final day of the trip, which most students
speak. One student even got lost.
After three days in Rome, the trip spent shopping along the Champs-Elysees,
moved to some of Italy’s most beautiful which is home to such fashion stores as
cities, including Capri, Sorrento, Pompeii, Lacoste, Louis Vuitton, Armani, and Dolce
and Assisi, before stopping at Florence. In a & Gabbana.
The twentieth day of the trip was bitbustling marketplace, SLUH students tried
haggling for soccer jerseys, fake designer tersweet, as homesick students packed their
bags into a bus to be taken to Paris’s Charles
items, and leather jackets.
On their ninth day of the tour, the Eu- De Gaulle airport, where they departed with
rotrippers arrived in France after visiting Deschamps, leaving behind Crespin and the
the principality of Monaco. The first stop brothers Kelleher, who stayed behind to tour
was Nice, a gorgeous city along the French Europe and Ireland with friends. The weary
Riviera. Students discovered that the beaches travelers finally arrived back home in St,
weren’t covered in sand, but instead with Louis on the evening of June 20.
fist-sized rocks that made walking somewhat
painful.

Austin Klages
Reporter

T

Photo used with permission from austin klages



Evans
inaugurates
Family Diversity Night
Scott Mueller
Sports Editor

S

t. Louis U. High held its first Family
Diversity Night on Saturday, Aug. 26.
SLUH Director of Diversity Rob Evans
explained, “The family night is an opportunity for the parents of students of color and
the administration ... to voice any concern
that may arise in (their) communities.”
The event began at 4 p.m. with Evans
serving cookies and refreshments to the
attendees. Evans then showed the group
a presentation he had prepared. The night
concluded with a chance for parents to ask
questions in an open forum setting.
According to Evans, there were 11 or 12
families present. Among the SLUH faculty
in attendance were Principal Mary Shankenburg, Assistiant Principal for Student
Affairs Eric Clark, and science teacher Eric
Jefferson.
Evans said, “I think it went well. It
wasn’t well attended, but it went well.”
Sophomore C. David Jones said, “I think
it was successful. I think that there were not
enough people there to truly make a difference.”
Evans said of the starting of the Family
Diversity Night, “Students of color most
times don’t have a voice in (these) types of
environments, when you have a predominately white environment. The idea came to
make sure that students had a voice and to
find out what concerns existed for them.”
Evans said this is a way he can “find
out what’s going on with these students and
what they need to be successful ... what they
need to feel like they are part of the school
community.”
Family Diversity Nights will be held
once a quarter, with the next one planned
for Oct. 28.

News
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More fresh faces: Alum Service Corps
Karl Guenther: John Penilla: Dan Bommarito:
English
Psychology
Algebra
Drew Burkemper
Reporter

A

n old face has returned to St. Louis U.
High, but in a new role. Karl Guenther, ’02, is back at St. Louis U. High as a
teacher in the Alum Service Corps (ASC)
program. The eldest of four boys, two of
whom graduated from SLUH (one is still
in grade school), Guenther was involved
in theater productions as an actor, circus
club as a juggler, and track, competing in
the triple, high, and long jumps.
After graduation, Guenther attended
Truman State University, where he graduated with a B.S. in Psychology and a B.A.
in Philosophy and Religion with the idea
of possibly entering into the counseling or
education fields. Guenther heard about the
ASC program as a senior in college and
applied, hoping that it would allow him to
return to his alma mater.
“I wanted to give back to (SLUH),” said
Guenther.
	Guenther will be assisting Community
Service Project director Colleen Rockers
and will head the Big Brothers program.
He will occasionally teach some of Rockers’
sophomore theology classes in addition to
assisting Brock Kesterson with two sections
of AP Psychology.
“(The ASC program) will hopefully help
me figure out the answer to the question, ‘Do
I like teaching?’” said Guenther.
Guenther is not the first member of his
family to teach at SLUH. His grandfather,
Dom Calacci, taught history for thirty years
and coached several sports.
Outside of the classroom, Guenther will
assist with the pool hall after school, the
circus club, and theater productions, where
he is learning the directing process. He also
mentioned possibly coaching track.
“There are too many things I want to
do,” said Guenther.
	Guenther is living on Lawn Avenue in
the ASC house with fellow volunteers Dan
Bommarito and John Penilla and mentioned

see GUENTHER, 10

Tim Ryan
Reporter

F

Kevin McBrearty
Reporter

S

or the 2006-07 school year St. Louis
t. Louis U. High welcomes a new face
U. High welcomes back John Penilto the school as Dan Bommarito joins
la, ’01 as a member of the Alum Service the English department as an Alum Service
Corps. Penilla’s duties as an ASC member Corps teacher. He will help fellow English
include his two Algebra I classes, running teacher Chuck Hussung teach two of his
the Rec Room, and helping out with mis- freshman classes. A graduate of DeSmet
cellaneous
Jesuit High,
jobs during
Bommarito
the year. Pefirst
heard
nilla is also
about
the
coaching
Alum Serswimming
vice Corps
this fall and
through
will coach JV
a
former
water polo
teacher.
“I
this coming
talked to him
spring. Peand he told
nilla played
me
about
water polo
how
good
during
his
the
program
SLUH’s new ASC teachers (from left): Karl Guenther,
time as a stuJohn Penilla, and Dan Bommarito
was,”
said
dent at SLUH.
Bommarito.
Penilla went on to graduate from Notre         Bommarito graduated from the UniverDame with a bachelor’s degree in Business sity of Missouri-Columbia. He was interested
and a master’s degree in Accounting.
in becoming a teacher while in high school
After college, Penilla found his job after being influenced by his teachers. While
unsatisfying. Remembering the influence in college, he “thought it would be interestof ASC members and former ASC members ing to try” teaching and so joined the ASC
(including physics teacher Paul Baudendis- after graduation.
tel) on his high school experience, Penilla         In addition to teaching several classes,
decided to try the ASC.
Bommarito is currently an assistant coach
Penilla wants to help the students at of the JV soccer team and works in the rec
SLUH with “anything, at swimming, a room before school each morning. He is
math problem or just a ‘Hey Mr. P I’ve got also interested in working with the Outdoor
a problem.’ Whatever it is, whatever I can Experience Club, saying that he “has to check
do.”
(it) out” after the soccer season. He also
Penilla also looks forward to helping said he is interested in the Wiffleball Club
out with the SLUH retreats that he will be since his brother, a former SLUH student,
attending. He hopes to help his students
improve algebra this year, and he is “very From the PN archives
excited” about the upcoming year.
“The new book of pictures and bold
headlines, which made its debut in the
Prep News this year, is brought about by
a machine called the scanner.”
—October 12, 1984
photo by matt sciuto
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Spring Tennis Recap
Tennis wins state, first time in 25 years
AJ Koller
Reporter

A

s the rest of school was finishing off
their exams last spring, the Jr. Bill
varsity tennis team was busy winning the
Missouri Class 2 state championship. St.
Louis U. High went on to win the championship for the first time in 25 years.
The Agassibills, along with Chaminade,
Rockhurst (KC) and Rock Bridge, were in
contention for the Class 2 title, which Rockhurst had won 10 years in a row.
The Jr. Bills’ semifinal match took place
early Thursday morning against MCC rival
Chaminade, the only team to beat SLUH
during the regular season and in the MCC
tournament.
“I was a little nervous when I saw who
we had to play first,” head coach Dennis
Dougan said.
The most unexpected match of the day
featured Abe Souza of SLUH against Taylor
St. Eve at No. 1 singles. St. Eve had won
both previous matches last year between the
two, but it was Souza who came out fired up,

grabbing an unexpected 6-2, 6-3 victory.
After solid play through the top four
singles with wins by Steve Hipkiss, ’06,
David Lesko, ’06, and Kevin Howenstein,
’06, the team needed only one win to advance.
After SLUH struggled against Chaminade’s
strategic lineup at Nos.1 and 3 doubles, that
one win finally came from No. 2 doubles
team Hipkiss and Lesko, who closed out the
victory for SLUH by winning 6-1, 6-3.
SLUH faced Rock Bridge, after Rock
Bridge upset Rockhurst, for the championship later that same day.
Andy Vatterott stepped in as Steve
Kainz’s No. 3 doubles partner for Andrew
Nelson, who injured himself at the end of
his doubles match against Chaminade.
SLUH geared up to take the title that has
eluded devoted head coach Dennis Dougan
for so long. Souza, white bandana and all,
came through with a rather quick 6-2, 6-2
win at No. 1 singles.
Hipkiss, who had been so consistent the
entire year at No. 2, won his match 6-3, 6-3.
Things were looking good for the Jr. Bills,

with two wins already and three other first
sets won.
However, Howenstein at No. 4 was up
against possibly Rock Bridge’s best player,
and lost his match in the deciding third set.
The Nos. 5 and 6 singles proved tough,
with both Rock Bridge players carrying an
undefeated record into the finals. Kainz split
sets with his opponent, and had to fight to
win 6-4 in the third set.
On the court next to him, AJ Koller had
a tough match as well. After losing the first
set 4-6, Koller was able to refocus and come
back, winning the next two sets 6-4, 6-3.
The Jr. Bills had the 4-1 lead as it came
down to Lesko’s match at No. 3 singles.
Lesko split, 6-4, 4-6, and was in a battle with
his opponent as both teams sat nervously
next to the court.
Tired and playing with a sore shoulder,
Lesko got it done, winning 6-4 after his opponent sailed a groundstroke long, and the
celebration began.
For head coach Dougan, who received

goal of the season.
For most of the first half, the Jr. Bills’
defense was able to keep O’Fallon from
mounting any sort of attack, but in the last
five minutes of the half the Panthers took
advantage of several mistakes in the back
and some questionable refereeing (including
a yellow card issued to Ricky Hudson late
in the half) to mount a sustained attack. But
junior Tommy Meyer kept pace with the
Panthers’ speedy central midfielders and the
half ended 1-0.
After the break, attacks went back and
forth, with both sides unable to finish a
number of chances. O’Fallon was aided by
an excellent goalkeeper who made 11 saves
on the day, “four or five of which could have
easily been goals,” according to head coach
Charlie Martel. The Panthers were unable to
convert any of their counterattacks though,
and junior Zane Reifsteck recorded a shutout

in his first appearance.
As the game wore on, the mood on
the bench turned from anticipation of an
insurance goal to desperation. As assistant
coach Charlie Clark put it, the team hoped
to “just get out of this Godforsaken state
with a win.”
The game bogged down in the rain as
neither team amounted much of anything for
the last ten minutes of the match.
Martel commented that the game was
a “good starting point. There are still things
we need to work on, but all eleven players
did very well.”
The team plays Gibault later today at
7 at Oerter Park in Columbia, Illinois. If
you’re afraid of bridges, however, don’t
fret: tomorrow the Fussballbills play visiting
Brebeuf Jesuit of Indianapolis at 2 p.m. in
the home opener.

see STATE, 15

F i f a b i l l s s t a r t s e a s o n o ff w i t h
road win over O’Fallon, 1-0
Kevin Gier
Reporter

T

he phrase “winning ugly” may have
first been popularized by the Chicago
White Sox of the 1970s, who used it in
reference not only to their playing style
but also to their notoriously bad-looking
uniforms, but it could have been applied
to the St. Louis U. High soccer team on
Tuesday. Having made the perilous journey down Highway 64 to Illinois, the Jr.
Bills defeated O’Fallon, 1-0.
Starting the match with the ball, the
Ajaxbills toyed with the Panthers defense
early, setting up several runs on the wing
for Chris Wecke and junior defender Quinn
Ottwell. However, all their chances went for
naught until the 11th minute, when Wecke
sent a strong cross in from the right side
towards junior Jack Twellman, who headed
the ball into the left-hand corner for the first
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Swimming splashes past Parkway South
Ray Kreienkamp
Reporter

first with a time of 2.09.61, a hair under the
state-qualifying time of 2.09.69.
“I was not sure if I was going to be able
oing into Wednesday’s meet against
to get this state time in my first meet, but it
Parkway South, the Jr. Bills knew
is really nice to have gotten it,” remarked
they looked pretty solid on paper. They
Derdeyn.
had good swimmers up and down the lineIn addition to Derdeyn, Alistair Vierod,
up card, but they did not know how they
a strong freshman addition to the team, took
were going to match up against a very
second in just his first high
respectable Parkway South
school race.
team, which featured mul“For him to swim that well
tiple state swimmers. The Jr.
in his first ever high school
Bills knew that they could
meet and his first race is just
not just rely on what the
fantastic,” remarked Long.
lineup looked like to defeat
By the time the first half
the Patriots. And in the end,
of the meet was over, despite
it was the intangibles—the
many of the good swims, the
touch-outs, the hard swims,
Jr. Bills were leading the
and the strong second and
Patriots by just a handful of
third swimmers—that thrust
points.
the Jr. Bills to a 102-81 vicDiving made the meet
tory.
even closer. Lone diver
The Jr. Bills began their
sophomore Ryan Berger had
first event of the season, the 200
a good performance for his
medley relay, with the first of
Sophomore John Heafner swims in the 500 free. Heafner would go
first meet, but because of the
four state qualifying times as
on to win the race in dramatic fashion in the final seconds.
the quartet of Brendan Mehan, sophomore
After a strong showing in the 200 free, Jr. Bills’ lack of depth and the experience of
Pat Nugent, Jake Roeckle, and junior Tim the Jr. Bills erupted in the 200 IM, one of the Parkway South divers, Berger was pitted
Dale soared past everyone else to the first the better events for the Jr. Bills. The team against big odds.
“Ryan was consistent and looked
first-place of the new season.
managed first, second, and fourth, with rissee POOL, 15
“There is not a better way to start the ing sophomore talent Will Derdeyn taking

G

season than with a state-qualifying time,”
remarked assistant coach Jim Knapp, S.J.
Besides earning the Jr. Bills points, this
race was instrumental to the team’s success
for the rest of the meet for other reasons.
Head coach Fritz Long remarked that the
early state qualifying times “got everything
off on a good tempo.”

photo by scott Mueller

XC 2006 ready for opening meet at McNair Park
Matt Lawder
Reporter

C

oming off a fourth-place finish in the
state last year, St. Louis U. High’s
cross country team is well prepared for
the start of the season. After four weeks
of mile upon mile of distance runs, grueling tempo workouts, and tough hill drills,
SLUH’s team is looking to conquer the
course during their first race of the season
this afternoon at McNair Park.
The team has already broken one cross
country record even before the first race. The
squad has 97 members this year, the largest
team in SLUH’s history, including 39 freshmen. The team, especially the upper echelon
of runners, has a large focus on youth, with
only four seniors and eight underclassmen
on the top fourteen.
SLUH will be returning three runners

from last year’s state meet: Matt Lawder, Dan
Viox, and junior Chris Murphy. Sophomore
Cliff David, who also ran at state last year,
will be out most of the year with a stress
fracture in his heel.
	Nathan Banet, junior Mike McCafferty,
and sophomores John Clohisy and David
Kuciejczyk-Kernan will round out the top
seven for the first race.
Other top runners that will be anchoring
the JV squad to start the season and looking
to grab a spot in the top seven later in the year
include Sam Emery, juniors Matt McBride,
Steve Schumacher, and David Linhares,
sophomores Austin Cookson, RJ Half, and
Matt Kliethermes, and freshmen Caleb Ford,
Ben Ford, and Tyler Jennings.
This year’s squad has a lot of potential
and talent that should really begin to show
in late-season and postseason races once the

squad gets a little more varsity experience
under its belt, but the top seven has also
looked very poised and ready for the first
meet of the year.
They will start the season off against
some fierce competition in Fort Zumwalt
South, last year’s state champion, and other
top schools in the area. Also SLUH’s, early
season schedule is stacked with competition, especially next weekend’s Forest Park
Cross Country Festival. SLUH will host this
new meet, which has quite a stacked field,
including Potosi and inter-conference rival
CBC.
SLUH’s season looks bright as they
begin competing with the best in the state.
All fans are welcome to visit McNair Park
in St. Charles this afternoon to cheer on the
team. The Varsity race begins at 4:30 and JV
begins at 5:30.
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“But it was amazing: I could just go out and hike and climb every
single day.”
As his interest grew, he began to take friends climbing, and after
moving back to St. Louis to teach at SLUH, “I found this group in
See See teach. See See climb. See See teach climbing.
Though seemingly a mild-mannered mathematics teacher, Dan Belleville that hired me to do outdoor programming work and a lot
See has a long resume of climbing experience and experiences, some of climbing, guiding.”
While a guide for a Belleville company, See guided trips of one
outside and some woven within his teaching career. As the moderator of the climbing club, he teaches and leads student climbers here or more climbers to cliffs and mountains across the United States.
As a guide, See can unat St. Louis U. High. Before he
derstand a little better the
had children, See climbed as
lifestyles of Everest guides.
much as he could and worked as
“Those guides, the people
a guide for climbing companies.
who guide full time, they just
His experience also gives him
live a different life. On some
unique insight into the lives
levels, it seems like a very
and ambitions of the Everest
non-committal life; there’s a
climbers and guides.
very loose sense of community,
See noted, “I’m more of
and yet when they go climba rock climber, as opposed to
ing, there is such a level of
a mountaineer or an alpinist,”
trust and commitment to the
like the climbers in Into Thin
climbing partner or partners,
Air. He explained, “An alpinbecause literally their lives are
ist is somebody who climbs
at stake. So in some sense it’s
mountains, and they tend to do
a freewheeling lifestyle, and
a lot of snow and ice climbing
yet these relationships play
in addition to rock climbing.
key roles for these people.
Mountaineers basically are just
The people who are out there
trying to get to the top of the
guiding and climbing all the
mountain. Rock climbers are
time are not avoiding life. In
interested in just climbing rock
their minds they are not runwherever it may be, however
ning away—in their minds they
short or tall it may be.”
are living life to the absolute
Since he was 18, See has
fullest.”
done just that: climbed rock
See’s goals as a guide for
wherever it is. He has lived
rock climbing apply as well
in Colorado, climbing Long’s
to all mountain guides.
Peak, the highest of the Rocky
“The first thing you have
Mountains at 14,255 feet, and
to do (as a guide),” says See,
climbed rocks from California
“is instill in them a sense that
to North Carolina.
they bear some responsibility
“With my friends I did
for their own safety, that it’s
several routes up there (on
not up to the guide to guarentee
Long’s Peak). One route was
they’re going to be safe. The
called Kiener’s Route. That’s
See rests during an alpine climb in a basin north of Long’s Peak in Colorado.
second thing you have to do
an alpine route with snow, ice,
as a guide is lead the rope up, you have to climb the rock and put
and rock” that requires ice picks and crampons.
Having been interested in climbing since he was 18, See worked in protection. There’s various devices, various gadgets you can put
as a guide for various Denver climbing outfitters during summers in the rock to help you climb up.
“And then, another thing you have to do is you have to coach the
in college and while teaching at Regis High School.
“When I worked as an apprentice guide (at Colorado Mountain person, you have to be extremely upbeat, and positive, and encourSchool, the summer before he began teaching at Regis) I lived at a aging, because these people who hired you for this experience are
place called Wild Basin, which is at about 10,000 feet, and just an old oftentimes frightened, and so if you’re frightened, if you’re scared
log cabin, and the outhouse didn’t have a door so I had this incred- or if you’re hesitant, they pick up on that. You have to be self-asible view and I would see elk go by on a regular basis. There were sured, confident, positive, all those things I said to help them
see SEE, 8
bear sightings and you had to lock your cabin door,” he chuckled.
Photo used with permission from Dan SEE
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(from 7)
to move from point A to point B, how easy it is just to eat. … The
on their way.
level of exertion is such that when you come down you feel relaxed,
“And the other thing a guide has to do is constantly gauge the and … pretty safe when you’re down—there isn’t that danger that
conditions, not just of the client, but of themselves, of the weather, you constantly have to deal with.”
of the rock, everything. Just a constant reassessment of how things
One of the key aspects of climbing, in See’s view, is the manare going. … The last part a guide has to do is, after a climb, look agement of fear.
back and evaluate it and say, ‘How did it go?’”
“Climbers aren’t fearless. They are people who have learned
SLUH climber junior Jon Tylka admires See as a guide.
to manage that aspect of their emotions. If you have no fear, you’ll
“He’s one of the safest climbers I know. His systems have be reckless, but if your fear is too great, then you won’t participate
backups on their backups. He follows the SRENE system (Strong, in the activity or do what you set out to do.
Redundant, Equalized, No Extension) for safety. … It’s the rule you
“That’s why people came in and hired us (in Belleville). They
follow whenever you set up a safe anchor (in the rock). He’s really wanted to taste a different side of life, they wanted to experience
patient with people when they climb and he’ll help them develop that intensity and that adventure. … They longed for that sense of
better technique and self confidence
adventure.”
by encouraging them up a route
See remembers clients who,
and helping them not come down a
having climbed a wall at their limit
route, and trying to push themselves
and succeeded, sent him letters tellthe hardest.”
ing him how happy they were and
As a climber, See can offer
how successful, empowered, and
some perspective about the climbers
appreciative they felt.
on Everest, and why both they and
“I’ve always felt climbing does
he love climbing.
that to people. It’s hard not to have
“Because of their passion, bean intense experience when you’re
cause of their love of climbing, they
climbing. We used to live by the
find themselves in situations that
adage, and I don’t know if it’s true
demand total concentration, total
or not, that it’s hard to get people
focus, commitment, everything,
to change, and it usually requires
willpower, everything they’ve got
some sort of intense emotional
within them. Climbing in a sense
experience to get them to change
boils life down to an essence of
if they’re interested in changing.
focus. When those guys climb, they
Perhaps people sought us out becannot be distracted by any other
cause they knew that, or somehow
thoughts, by any other thing that
suspected that.”
may cross their mind.
Senior climber Brett Venker
“It is an absorbing activity,
shares See’s passion, and lamented
and in some sense they get lost in
that most people do not respect
the moment of climbing. It’s that
climbing as a sport. “Kids have
absorption that I think they like.
trouble taking it seriously, because
It’s what I like about climbing.
they don’t think of it as a serious
“Part of that absorption is due
sport.” He climbs four to five
to the fact that there is danger. You
days every week and at the offihave to pay attention, you have
cial Climbing Club excursions on
to manage your fear, you have to
Fridays at Upper Limits in Union
manage your emotions, you have
Station.
to relate to your partner so you get
“People should take it more
that ongoing relationship with your
seriously—it’s a lot of fun,” VenSee takes in the view and catches his breath during a climb
of Table Rock Mountain in North Carolina.
partner. You’ve got to be aware of
ker said. “It’s hard to get members
the weather, you’ve got to be aware of the rock, you’ve got to be because people want to do sports that they think are real sports. ...
aware of how you feel. You’re managing all these things, and it’s They’re scared to get involved (because) it’s more a self-motivated
a total commitment of your own personal resources to that activity sport, so you have to challenge yourself (to do) more than get to the
at that time.
top. ... You have to be your own coach.”
“The one thing I have experienced is that when you come down
About See, Venker said, “He used to be a really strong climber,
off a mountain, you have a greater appreciation for everything around back in the day. ... He was climbing some of the highest grades.
you, the simplest things. And one of the things that’s amazing is that He’s got lots of experience.”
you come down and you realize how easy things are, how easy it is
Photo used with permission from Dan SEE
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Emmy get your Gunn! (nominated)
Sean Kickham
Features Editor

school.” Joked Cummings, “Although (Gunn would deny this), I
think he went on with it just because he was hot for my girlfriend
at the time.”
After graduating from SLUH, Gunn attended Fordham in New
“He will surely be the next Charlie Rose, though funnier, cuter,
and less drunk.” So wrote Michelle Martin, fiancee of Matt Gunn, York City. He majored in media studies, focusing on film.
“I mostly acted a lot while I was in college,” said Gunn. “(I
’90, who received his nomination in the Outstanding Writing For
A Variety, Music Or Comedy Program category along with fellow was) doing plays nonstop.”
After college, Gunn worked at Cinemax. “Basically,” said Gunn,
writers Ross Abrash, David Feldman, Brian Jacobsmeyer, Jay Ja“my main responsibility was to screen and
roch, Chris Kelly, Bill Maher, Billy Martin,
schedule soft porn. I’d go into my office
Danny Vermont, and Scott Carter for the
every day and close the door and watch
“Real Time With Bill Maher” television
dirty movies. … I probably should have
show on HBO on July 7.
never left that job.”
“I felt excited,” said Gunn. “It was
“He fortunately got out of that,” said
good. It was a great week for me. I found
Cummings.
out the same week that I got (the nominaThen, he began to work with his friend
tion) that I was engaged. It was one of best
and college roommate Kris Isacsson on the
the best weeks of my life.”
film Man About Town, an autobiographiAt the Emmy’s, Gunn and his felcal piece that won Best Short Film at the
low writers from “Real Time” decided
Sundance Film Festival in 1997.
to make a reel of themselves as famous
“That was a great creative collaboraconservatives when the nominees were
tion,” said Gunn, who wrote, produced,
announced for their category. A photo of
and starred in the black-and-white film
Sean Hannity was shown when Gunn’s
set on “August 30, 1991, my last night of
name was announced, followed by ones
drinking,” as narrated in the film. Isacsof Bill O’Reilly and Rush Limbaugh.
son directed, edited, and produced the
However, this did not help them grab
movie.
the award.
“It’s funny, but it’s also really powerful
“I knew we were going to lose,” said
and it really works its message well, but in
Gunn. “I knew the best part was going to
a non-preaching fashion,” said Cummings,
be being an Emmy nominee (as opposed
Gunn in his senior yearbook photo.
who shows the film to his upper level film
to) being an Emmy loser, which is what
I am today. I would have preferred to be just an Emmy nominee a class every year. “That’s the thing I really admire about the movie
and why I think it’s worth seeing.”
little bit longer.”
Cummings’s wife, Delia, after seeing the film said, “God, that
Comedy Central’s “The Daily Show with Jon Stewart” won
the Emmy. “They totally deserved it,” said Gunn. “It’s not hard to is a SLUH boy. That is every SLUH guy that I’ve ever met.”
Later, Gunn started writing “a political diary from a slightly
lose to them.”
	Gunn stayed out until 2 a.m. that night at after parties with his above average man,” as explained on his old website at mattgunn.
fiancé and brother James and his wife, Jenna Fischer, and didn’t fall com.
“From about 2003 to 2004, I really got into my blog and I looked
asleep until 4:30 a.m.
	Gunn grew up loving movies. “Entertainment has always been at it as a job,” said Gunn. “I was kind of unhappy in my career. I
in the bloodstream,” he said. James Gunn, ’84, is a writer and direc- didn’t know really where I wanted to go. Nothing was exciting me
tor; Patrick, ’86, is a film executive; Brian, ’88, is also a writer; and that much. I didn’t even know what my dream was any more.”
At that time, Gunn was editing acting reels for HBO. “I wasn’t
Sean, ’92, stars as Kirk on the WB’s “The Gilmore Girls.”
During his time at SLUH, Gunn starred in several Dauphin passionate about it, I wasn’t happy about it,” said Gunn. “It just
Players’ productions, including The Good Doctor and Guys and didn’t burn in the furnace.”
Things were looking better on his blog. “Pretty soon I was getDolls.
Film teacher Mark Cummings, who directed Gunn in those ting 1500 or so daily readers who I felt responsible to,” sad Gunn.
“I learned a lot about discipline that year and about focus.
plays and taught Gunn in film, had no doubt that Gunn would end
up in the entertainment industry: “He had an incredible amount of That’s one of the reasons I got hired for (“Real Time”).”
His friend had hooked him up with executive producer of “Real
talent.”
Said Cummings, “My then girlfriend at the time said (to Gunn), Time,” Sheila Griffiths “and we hit it off,” said Gunn.
So, two years ago Gunn started working on “Real Time with
‘You’re amazing. You really should pursue this and move on with
this.’ She had had professional acting lessons and went to acting Bill Maher.”
1990 Dauphin Yearbook

see GUNN, 10
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Gunn

(from 9)
His usual day consists of arriving at his
“cell-like office” at 9 a.m. and writing until
1:20 p.m., his first deadline. After lunch,
Gunn has a meeting discussing
world events and Friday’s show.
Then he writes until his next
deadline anywhere between 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. He usually gets to sleep
around 2:30 a.m.
“It’s really intense (working
on “Real Time”) because when
you’re in production … the hardest
thing about it is just the thinking,”
said Gunn. “The brain is going
constantly.”
	Gunn loves his job. “On
Thursdays, we have a complete run
through,” he said. “Us writers play
the panelists and the people who
are in the interviews. This Thursday I played Spike Lee and Elvis Costello.
“It’s fun though. I like to perform funny
things with 100 or 150 people in there. A lot
of times the rehearsal is much funnier than
the real show. … You’ve got a bunch of
comedy writers and our job during the week
is … to just arm Bill with material. When
you put four or five of us in the rehearsal,
we’re doing our bits.”
During the live show, however, the
writers do not act. Maher takes the spot light
then. “It’s amazing to work with Bill,” he
said. “He’s amazingly smart and talented.
You can give him a line six months ago and
he’ll use it on the air on Friday’s show. He

has this catalog, this amazing memory for
quips and for anecdotes and information.”
In the office, Gunn receives great help
from his colleagues. “On this show I work

(from 4)
that playing music is a favorite pastime in the
house When asked what he would do on a free
day, he mentioned working out, playing basketball, golf, and tennis, then playing guitar,
piano, and trumpet. He would finish his day
with some hot chocolate, a good book—his
favorites include Catcher in the Rye—and a
movie, possibly Good Will Hunting, which
Guenther mentioned watching several times
a week in high school. He also lists Happy
Days and Charlie Rose interviews among
his top television interests.
	Guenther is unsure about what he will
do at the end of the year.
“Part of this year is going to be making
major life decisions.”

(from 2)
test, but was “confident that (I) would do
well.” However, he did not expect a perfect
36. Swift took no prep classes, but he did
use a book to prepare.
Swift took the test at Fox High School
in Arnold. It was his first and only attempt.
Swift commented on his result, “I knew I
would do well, but I had no idea I would get
a 36. The way I see it, there are some days
you do better than others. I guess it was just
a good day for me.”
As for his post-graduation plans, Swift
hopes to pursue a major in engineering, possibly at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
in Terre Haute, Ind. or at Case Western in
Cleveland.
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likely to think about what can be fixed.”
	Gunn’s biggest regrets in his career are
any periods of inactivity. “There were years
where I was kind of paralyzed,” he said.
“Rather than leap into something
creative, I did nothing.”
For anyone hoping to
make his or her way into show
business, or any business, Gunn
says, “Always be doing something. Always be doing something. … I had some years where
I wasn’t sure if it’d work out. But
I think what you’re going to be
most successful at is the thing that
you love the most. … keep on
doing it … and you’ll be fine.”

“I kind of have the mindset that I’m most proud of
what I haven’t done yet.
I don’t feel like I’ve had
my magnum opus yet.”
—Matt Gunn

GUENTHER

with the head writer, Billy Martin, “ said
Gunn. “He’s really taught how to write a
joke and how to be a professional writer.”
Although Gunn was honored to be
nominated for an Emmy, he does not consider
his time with Real Time something he is
most proud of. In fact, he considers himself
somewhat self-critical.
“I kind of have the mindset that I’m most
proud of the thing I haven’t done yet,” said
Gunn. “I don’t feel like I’ve had my magnum
opus yet. I’ve never done (anything) that
I’ve finished and looked back on that and I
say, ‘Yeah, that’s the thing I really want to
put my name on and be proud of.’ I’m more

PN Pic o’
t h e We e k

FLAWLESS

STUCO Vice President for Public Relations and FEMA certified Level 2 Stormspotter Mark J. Zinn (shirtless) hobnobs
with one of his many fans from the English Department.
—photo by Matt Hubbard
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Anne Marie Lodholz:
History

very school year there are new teachers, new classes, new students, and
new beginnings. One new teacher for
the ’06-’07 school year is Anne Marie
Lodholz, who has joined the St. Louis U.
High History Department.
Lodholz is a young and energetic history
teacher with a rich St. Louis past. She grew up
in South St. Louis
and went to Cor
Jesu, graduating
in ’97.
“I was always
eager to learn,”
said Lodholz.
After graduating from Cor Jesu,
Lodholz went on to
pursue degrees in history and education at
St. Louis University. As she moved through
college, she kept her energetic and cheerful
views on learning. She graduated in 2003.
Before coming to SLUH, she taught at
Crossroads and Sumner. She came to SLUH
because she wanted to teach students who
were eager and competitive. She was also
drawn to the Jesuit identity of the school,
and its social outreach. “I admire how the
Jesuits sent missionaries to other countries
and integrated Catholicism into the culture, as
opposed to replacing a culture’s traditions,”
she said.
Lodholz’s aspirations are to meet great
teachers and students, be successful in what
she teaches, and to get an experience of
the spiritual and academic sides of SLUH.
Lodholz teaches four Global History II
classes. As a teacher she likes to be creative,
stresses primary sources, and brings energy
to the classroom. One sophomore said of
Lodholz, “She is very creative and she brings
a new energy to the class.”
Outside of school, Lodholz is married,
has three boys, and lives near Forest Park.
She also is involved in the community garden,
does storytelling for little kids, and likes to
watch Cardinals baseball.

Spanish

Faculty Spiritual

Jacob Maret
Reporter

E

Julia Clements,

Bill Hutchison, S.J.,
Advisor

George Boston
Reporter

B

ill Hutchison, S.J., joins the St. Louis
U. High faculty as Adult Spiritual
Formation Coordinator, a position that
had remained vacant since the departure
of Ralph Huse, S.J.
Formerly a professor at the College of
Social Work at
St. Louis University, Hutchison, ’53, describes his job
as “consulting
with (faculty
members) about
their prayer life
…
and
(helping)
them work
through …
the Spiritual Exercises.” He will be present at
SLUH only on Mondays and Wednesdays.
Hutchison said that he felt returning
to SLUH would allow him to “become
more involved in (his) spirituality.” He
also commented that he was impressed by
the number of SLUH students involved in
the Community Service Project.
While his work here deals almost solely
with faculty, Hutchison looks forward to occasionally being main celebrant at student
masses.

Quote of the Week

Our tragedy today is a general and universal
physical fear so long sustained by now that
we can even bear it ... The basest of all things
is to be afraid.
—William Faulkner

Dan Zdrodowski
Reporter

J

ulia Clements came to St. Louis U.
High this summer to teach freshmen
Spanish. Clements currently teaches only
two periods of freshmen, fifth and sixth.
Clements previously taught Spanish at
St. Louis University for three years before
agreeing to teach at SLUH. SLU is not only
the sight of her first major teaching position,
but also where she completed her graduate
work in Spanish. She completed her undergraduate work at Webster University.
Clements was initially attracted to the
Spanish language because of “all the variety
of cultures, (there is) a misconception that
there is a shared culture among the Spanish
speaking countries.” Later she added that
she thought, “the different cultures (are) are
interesting.”
Both Clements
and her students appear to have very
high opinions of each
other even after the
very short period
of time they have
been together. Clements describes both
her students and the
SLUH community as “very respectful,
very accomplished, and a real community
atmosphere.”
Similarly, Freshman Robert Oberman
said “I think she will teach me what I need
to know. … (She is) pretty good, (and) seems
to know her material well.” Additionally,
he expressed the comfortable feel of the
class.
When asked to describe herself in a few
words, a contemplative Clements said after
a few moments of thought that she is “very
friendly… very comical.”
Overall, Clements seems to fit into the
SLUH community very well. She gets along
well with her students and is apparently
adjusting well to the SLUH community and
atmosphere.
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2006-07 intramurals set to begin
Matt Hubbard
Photography Editor

T

“

he time has come,” the walrus said,
“to talk of many things.” One of those
things is the 2006-07 season of intramurals. For freshmen, this will be the first
chance to prove their salt. For sophomores
and juniors, this is an opportunity to regain any honor lost in past years, and for
seniors this will be their last chance to go
down in intramural history and win the
coveted Intramural Cup.
Intramural moderator Dave Barton has
been meeting with his Intramural Committee
over the past two weeks to map out the year.
The committee, comprised solely of students,
decided to oust the weightlifting event from
this year’s IM athletic event calendar. Though

Te a c h e r s
Brian Bettonville
Reporter

E

ighty-seven new MacBooks were
purchased exclusively for the faculty
over the summer. This wholesale replacement marked a departure from the previous
plan to get about 30 new faculty laptops
as well as 50 laptops to update existing
laptop carts or to add new carts. Since 60
of the previous faculty computers were
purchased in the past two years, which is
about the age of the laptops already on the
carts, the faculty’s old laptops were used
to update and make new carts.
“It’s part of the yearly technology budget,” said Assistant Principal for Administrative and Technological Services Tom Becvar.
“Every year we really try to upgrade older
laptops.”
The original plan was to purchase iBook
laptops. However, the MacBook, which came
out over the summer, was chosen instead of
the iBook in order to pursue newer technology. The new technology of the MacBook
includes the world’s fastest mobile architecture, a built in iSight camera, and a screen
about 80 percent brighter and 30 percent
bigger than the previous iBook, in addition to
other new features. The base model MacBook
was chosen over the MacBook Pro for both
practical and financial reasons.

weightlifting was part of the fall season last
year, its replacement, kickball, will move
to spring. Bashball, a spring event last year,
will be moved to the fall to fill the void of
weightlifting.
On the decision to replace weightlifting,
Barton commented, “Not everybody (in the
homeroom) was able to participate.”
The “house” system, in which each
homeroom belongs to a house made up of a
homeroom from each of the three other class
years, will still be in place this year. Points
awarded to homerooms go to help the house
as well. House names can be found above
homeroom doors.
Upcoming first quarter events are music
trivia and the previously mentioned bashball.
Other returning events from last year will

include movie trivia, mental meltdown,
bombardment, and basketball. Winning
teams in each event will have a chance to
go up against the Faculty All-Star team.
Barton’s main hope for this year is to get
a greater amount of senior participation. He
said that in past years, seniors have slacked on
participation. “Hopefully this year’s seniors
can break that trend,” Barton said.
IM committee member Nick Wilhelm
commented, “This is going to be a great year.
Hopefully we can get plenty of participation.
Points will be given out for participation.
Everybody should come out and support
their homeroom, and their house.”
Members of the IM committee will be
visiting homerooms soon to promote the
kickoff of music trivia.

“We ended up with the base model
because ninety-five percent of the faculty
aren’t going to use anything beyond what the
capabilities of the base model are,” explained
John Haefele. “Economy was also an issue
because they were more expensive than what
we originally intended to buy this year. We
didn’t want to go way over budget by going
with one of the higher-priced models, so we
went with the base model.”
Reasons for giving the laptops to the
faculty instead of putting them on the carts
stem from the recentness of their release.
“The amount of use they would have
gotten in students’ hands would probably
have been a bit lower than they would in
faculty hands,” said Haefele. “Also, we don’t
know how durable these things are yet and
so we don’t want to then put them on a cart
where there going to probably get knocked
around a little bit worse than they would in
the hands of faculty.”
“By the school providing laptops it’s
saving every student the purchase of a new
laptop,” said Becvar.
The decision to keep laptop carts instead
of personal laptops for all the students has
several reasons behind it. The laptops would
serve as a distraction during class. There
is also a concern about student use of the
computers off campus, especially concern-

ing inappropriate activities. There would
also need to be additional help in computer
support hired to keep about quadruple the
number of laptops under control. Another
issue is the worth of the laptops if teachers are not opting to use the new machines
regularly. The durability of the laptops if they
are dropped or mishandled by the students
is also a major concern.
“It’s just a big weighing of pros and
cons,” said Haefele, “At this point we weren’t
comfortable taking that leap.”
Reactions from the staff tend to be
positive overall.
“The new laptops are great,” said social
studies teacher Bob O’Connell, “We can do
a lot more than we could do with the other
ones. They’re faster, I can use them at home,
they’re great.”
“I think they certainly are very fast.
We’re lucky to have them,” said theology
teacher Rob Garavaglia, “There certainly
kind of are problems getting them coordinated with the smart board and people have
their learning curve, but overall they’re
nice.”
The laptops were not the only upgrade
to technology. The computer lab was also
upgraded with 26 Intel-based iMacs, eight of
them designed for video production. The

receive

new

laptops

see LAPTOP, 15
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Mixer
(from 1)
turned away around 8:00 p.m. Even some
SLUH students were refused admission to
the mixer.
Senior Sam Lay said, “I feel like every
SLUH student should have gotten in, no
matter what time. Because that’s just not
fair if you weren’t allowed to go to your
own mixer.”
Zinn said, “You can’t be expected to be
let in after 8:00 at any given time because
you start worrying about people coming in
late and what they’re doing before that, and
I think that’s a good rule, and I stand by Mr.
(Charlie) Clark’s decision on that.”
Student reaction to the administration’s
“SLUH-only” policy remained mostly positive after the mixer.
Senior Jack Hart said, “I thought the
whole SLUH guy thing actually made it better, because you didn’t have to worry about
other kids coming in and causing trouble
(and) you knew everybody, which made it
a lot more fun.”
Junior Don Geders said, “It was a better chance to hang out with just my classmates.”
Most students seemed to favor the new
rule because of the nearly 2 to 1 girl to guy
ratio. Hart said, “The girl to guy ratio was
insane.”
Some believed, however that female
attendance for future mixers might drop
because of the new policy. Freshman Patrick
Archer said, “I think that (the large girl to guy
ratio) is only going to work once, because
this time I don’t think all the girls realized
that there was going to be so few boys. I
think next time less (girls) are going to come
because there wasn’t any guys there.”
Assistant Principal for Student Welfare
H. Eric Clark also commented on future
female attendance, saying “I bet those (attendance) numbers drop.”
STUCO, however remained positive
about attendance for future mixers under the
SLUH only policy. “A lot of the girls just go
because it’s kind of tradition,” said STUCO
president Paul Merrill.
Senior class president Jim Heafner commented, “I think (attendance) will be about
the same or more because it was an awesome
mixer and the girls had a lot of fun.”
Cor Jesu senior Brittany Berosky said

News
that the SLUH-only policy did not dramatically affect attendance from Cor Jesu this year
because that school did not find out about the
policy until the Wednesday before the mixer.
Berosky commented on future attendance
from Cor Jesu saying, “If you like SLUH
enough to consider going to a SLUH mixer,
then for the most part, you would be satisfied
with only SLUH guys there. ... (But) in the
future, (the SLUH only policy) might make
attendance (from Cor Jesu) go down.”
Another seemingly favorable change to
this year’s mixer was the absence of TKO
DJs in the gym. STUCO, in order to save
money, decided to DJ the mixer themselves,
playing music off of a laptop with newly
bought speakers and rented lights.
Zinn said, “We saved a lot of money on
the DJ.” It will take STUCO two events to
make up the cost for their purchased speakers
with money saved from not using TKO.
Most students seemed to favor STUCO’s
music choices over TKO’s.
Merrill said, “We tried to make it
pretty fair (by playing both) rap and non
rap.” Some featured songs of the night were
even replayed, including Sandstorm and the
popular rap song Chain Hang Low.
Hart said, “The music was awesome.
I was kind of afraid that without a DJ, the
music wasn’t going to be that great, but I
think (STUCO) did a better job than a DJ
would have done.”
Another visible change for this year’s
mixer was a return to the indoors-only setup.
Instead of renting a tent for the upper field
and having two music stations, STUCO
opted to have the entire mixer in the gym.
Hart said, “The inside-outside (setup) was
fun, but I thought (with) the inside (setup)
it was easier to see everybody. I saw a lot
more people.”
Merrill noted that STUCO’s indoorsonly, self-DJ changes, along with the
administration’s SLUH only policy would
all be in place for the Spring Fling mixer in
the second semester.
One noticeable absence from this year’s
mixer was the presence of breathalyzers.
No students trying to enter the mixer were
breathalyzed at the doors by STUCO or the
administration. Zinn said, “The breathalyzers
were not under the responsibility of Student
Council.”
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Eric Clark said that the breathalyzers for
the mixer were his and the administration’s
responsibility, and that breathalyzers were
on hand at the mixer, but no one attempting
to enter the mixer was, or had to be breathalyzed.
This year’s mixer also was much more
well-behaved. Director of Security Charlie
Clark said, “The kids were great, the behavior
was great, and all of the chaperones and prefects were great. Overall it was a gigantically
much better mixer than Spring Fling.”
There were a few parking problems at
the end of the mixer, as incoming and outgoing cars overloaded the new drop-off lane
and entrance boulevard, causing gridlock
in the new parking lot. A few enterprising
seniors made the best of the parking delays,
using their car sound systems to continue the
mixer in the parking lot. After a short while,
security guards opened the Wise Ave. exit
gate, which allowed cars to escape the lot
and relieve the parking gridlock.
Charlie Clark said, “We’ll look at the
exit plans to try to get (cars) out (quicker),
but when all the kids are leaving at the same
time and all the parents are coming at he same
time … it’s going to take time. He also noted
that all of the cars in the lot were cleared out
in a brisk 23 minutes.
The Honduras Project reaped a reward of
$950 for distributing beverages for 50 cents
a cup during the mixer. They also instituted
a new venture for the mixer, the purse check,
which brought in an additional $80.
STUCO did not wish to release the
mixer’s financial figures. Zinn did say, “We
made a profit,” mostly from the entrance fee
and also the sales of 375 mixer t-shirts.
Zinn said of the mixer, “It was a team
effort on many people’s part, and I think it
was a great mixer.”
Merrill went even farther saying, “I think
it was the best mixer ever.”

Quote of the Week 2

“I always wanted to be old, I wanted
to say ‘O I haven’t read that for fifteen
years.”
—John Berryman
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Yearbook

(from 1)
are also used in other SLUH publications,
such as the alumni newsletter. Sciuto said that
Kyle Kloster, ’06, senior Anthony Sigillito,
and junior Will Hartzler were instrumental
in the club’s first year.
According to Mueller, who also moderated the 1986 edition, Principal Mary
Schenkenberg approached him in May of
2005 about succeeding computer teacher
Tim Rittenhouse as moderator.
“It was the last thing I wanted to do,”
Mueller said, “but I felt that if no one else was
going to do it, I should.” However, Mueller
didn’t want to tackle the challenge alone. He
told Schenkenberg that if Keefe, yearbook
moderator from 1971-73, would help him,
he would consider taking the job.
Keefe agreed, and Mueller began recruiting students from his art classes. Spearheading the effort were class of 2006 members
Lyle Hansen, Nick Jacobs, Chris Jennewein,
and Louis Nahlik, along with current senior

WEB

(from 1)
between students and teachers, and it will be
vital to maintaining relationships with parents
and alumni. Not only will it act as one of the
school’s “primary marketing vehicles,” but
it will also capture SLUH’s spirit and Jesuit
identity, DuMont’s e-mail said.
The first thing new visitors to the site
will notice is that it’s much more attractive
than its predecessor. An animation on the
home page has rotating pictures highlighting
Jesuit ideals such as leadership, stewardship,
and faith. At the bottom of each page is one
of a rotating number of “Did you know?”
SLUH facts.
SLUH President David Laughlin noted,
“It’s certainly an attractive website. It displays in images much of who I hope we are
in our heritage as a Jesuit school, the people
that make this place up, and the variety of
things that happen around here.”
One new feature is the horizontal navigation bar, giving visitors access to much
of the site from the main page. The site also
includes a search system using the Google
engine and a “breadcrumb” menu to show
the path taken to reach the current page.
Each club and sports team will have its
own homepage on the site. The pages are
mostly blank as of now, but administrators say
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Steve Quinn.
“It was a real team,” Mueller said.
Keefe, Mueller and Sciuto are currently
working on the 2007 yearbook. Neither Keefe
nor Mueller said whether they would continue as moderators following the completion
of the ’06-07 Dauphin.
As last year’s yearbook nears distribution, former moderator Rittenhouse is
working to complete the 2005 edition. Rittenhouse said he has 30 pages of the book
remaining, which he plans to finish and send
to Herff-Jones by Tuesday. Herff-Jones then
makes a proof disc from these pages, which
is mailed back to Rittenhouse for final editing. Rittenhouse said this process wouldn’t
take “terribly long, only a few days.”
Once the editing is complete, the final
drafts are sent to Herff-Jones for production,
a process which Mueller said takes about two
months. Rittenhouse said he would have a
probable release date by mid-September.
Like the 2006 moderators, Rittenhouse will
send a notice to the classes of 2005 and 2006

once the yearbook arrives.
Last year, Rittenhouse told the Prep
News (see volume 70, Sept. 9, 2005) in an
interview that the 2005 yearbook would
be ready by January of ’06. Rittenhouse
said that, because of “the demands of my
job…(the deadline) just wasn’t met.” Rittenhouse added that he is essentially working
on the yearbook alone at this point, although
he added that a representative from HerffJones has been helping him.
Many area schools teach yearbook as a
class, a format that typically ensures a timely
release. According to Assistant Principal for
Academic Affairs Mark Michalski, the idea
of a yearbook class has been discussed, but
“never very seriously. People see the school’s
publications as co-curriculars, as they have
been (at SLUH) forever.” Michalski was
yearbook moderator from 1998-2000.
Keefe said that a yearbook class “doesn’t
fit with any particular discipline,” and added
that it isn’t clear who would teach such a
class.

that this is about where they planned on being
at this time, and the pages should become
more populated in the coming months.
Laughlin said that one of the most important features of the new site is that it “has the
flexibility to keep information current.”
To this end, the website now features a
news section that will be regularly updated.
As of now, faculty members have written
all of the articles, but students will have
opportunities to take part in updates in the
future.
DuMont said of the news section, “That’s
something that anyone is welcome to do.”
The site also features an Ignatian Identity section that includes a biography of St.
Ignatius as well as a brief explanation of
some of the Jesuit ideas that the school was
founded upon.
The plans for the new site originated in
late summer of 2005. It wasn’t a unilateral
decision by the administration, but rather
something that many people wanted.
“Basically, a number of people came
to us and wanted a change in the website.
They wanted something redeveloped. That
was something the technology department
wanted also. So, basically, they submitted a
request to the administration and got the okay
… I guess you could say it was a consensus

in the SLUH community,” said DuMont.
Paradigm New Media Group, a St.
Louis based company that also helped with
the creation of the websites of St. Joseph’s
Academy, Visitation Academy, and MICDS,
designed the website. Paradigm has two
SLUH alumni, John Duffy, ’90, and Michael
Huber, ’89, among the owners.
Vice President for Advancement Thom
Digman said the school is happy with the
product. “We’ve received a high-end website design project that was deeply reduced
(in price)” because of Huber’s and Duffy’s
affiliations with SLUH.
Students so far have found the site to
be an improvement over the previous one.
Sophomore Andrew Genova said, “It’s cool.
It’s a lot better than last year’s. It’s easier to
get to places instead of just that one dropdown
menu (on the old site).
The faculty will have website training on
Sept. 6 and 11, and all students are urged to
help in the production of the website in any
way they can, whether it be through writing
news articles and filling out information
for sports and clubs, or simply letting the
administration know of any new ideas.
“The project is not just one person’s
ideas,” said DuMont, “it’s everyone’s.”
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POOL

(from 6)
I’m confident with how he has performed
thus far and he will get better as the season
goes along,” said diving coach Brendan
LeBrun.
Berger agreed, commenting, “I think I
did pretty well. You always wish that your
scores could have been a little higher, but I
like the fact that I have improved a lot.”
And improve a lot he did. Berger came
close to hitting his top score, despite its being only the first meet, which is “fantastic”
according to LeBrun.
With diving in the books, the Jr. Bills
called on their top swimmers to help the Jr.
Bills clinch the victory. As a result, the Jr.
Bills came out firing in some of the most
exciting events of the day.
In the 100 butterfly, the Jr. Bills were
able to qualify two swimmers for state. In first
place, captain Roeckle swam 56.47, beating
the state time by nearly 1.5 seconds.
“It was really nice to get qualifying out
of the way now. Now I can just focus on
swimming at state.”
Although Roeckle has now qualified for
this event every year, he had never qualified
for it so early in the season.
“I think the practices we have been
having helped me to get in shape faster and
made it easier for me to succeed this early
in the season,” Roeckle said.
As Roeckle took first, Derdeyn recorded
his second qualifying time in the meet, coming in .08 seconds after Roeckle.
“I was really hoping to get this one
today, and it was nice getting it knowing
that I hadn’t gotten it last year,” remarked
Derdeyn.
Because of the two state qualifying
times, Long said that this event “was one
of the more exciting races of the day.”
The 500 free was the turning point of
the match. With the Jr. Bills pulling away
after the 100 fly, the Patriots made a desperate attempt to counter with a first place of
their own on the longest race of the day. As
it came down to the last 50 yards, the crowd
came alive as the two leading swimmers were
neck and neck. In the end, sophomore John
Heafner, in arguably the most clutch swim
of the day, edged out, by the length of an
arm, the Parkway South swimmer for first
place.
“The touch-outs for us today were key
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to earning us the points to win the meet,”
remarked captain Joel Berger.
Assistant coach John Penilla agreed,
believing what helped the Jr. Bills win was
“the number of events that seemed like they
were close that we won in the last 25 yards.
There were a couple of events like that, and
we won all but one of them.” Penilla continued, “That’s where the hard work pays
off—that last little push.”
Wednesday, it was not the six first places
that led the Jr.Bills to victory, but it was the
second, third, and fourth places. These events
did not get much publicity but swung the
events in the Jr. Bills’ favor.
“Everyone swam really well,” remarked
Roeckle. “Everyone on our team was contributing.”
The meet also was important for the Jr.
Bills because it gave them some things to
work on in practice.
“We need to work on turns. We had a
lot of guys not have their best turns. They
weren’t used to going that fast in practice, so
when they got going that fast in the meet, they
were not prepared for the walls,” observed
Long.
Thus, the Jr. Bills return to practice with
fresh goals, coming right off one of the more
exciting meets in the recent past. Come and
cheer the Jr. Bills on next Wednesday, September 6 at 4 p.m. as they travel to Clayton
for their first away meet of the year.

LAPTOP

(from 12)
speed of the network has also been increased
for sending files between computers.
“Even a video file that might be a
half-hour long might only take two or three
minutes to copy across the network, whereas
before that would have taken a couple of
hours,” said Mr. Haefele.
There are also new computers that will be
used to upgrade the library. These machines
are capable of a dual-boot system, where the
computers can be rebooted from Mac OS 10
to run Windows if files need to be transferred
from a Windows computer. The decision to
go with this system has not yet been made.

STATE
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(from 5)
a complimentary shower from Jack Horgan
(’05) and Paul Eschen’s (’05) water bottle,
it was his first state title in his 20 years of
coaching.
“We all wanted to this for him since he
had never won. I think all of the team’s hard
work paid off in the end,” said Kainz.
The U. High didn’t stop there, though.
The next two days held the individual tournament featuring five Bills.
The top story from SLUH’s squad was
Abe Souza, who fought his way through his
first three opponents, Federer-style, and made
his way to the state final. After beating the
No. 1 player in the Missouri Valley in the
semifinal, he had to face the same player he
beat just two days before, the resilient St.
Eve from Chaminade.
Many packed the stands to watch their
rivalry play out. St. Eve controlled the first
set, getting a break and winning 6-4, but
Souza regained composure and took the
second set 6-3.
The third set was the decider, and both
players held their serves throughout, until
Souza finally broke St. Eve for a 6-5 lead and
the chance to serve for the match. Remarkably St. Eve won the next game, and a few
more Souza mistakes combined with good
play by St. Eve led to the 7-4 win in the tiebreaker, leaving Souza with the silver medal,
second in the entire state of Missouri.
“I was upset, but knowing we had the
team championship trophy in the car made
it easier,” Souza said.
It is the first state title since 1981, and
the first championship under the collective
team format of the tournament.
Dougan said of the win, “It was the highlight of my 20 year coaching career. I’ve had
some seconds, thirds, and some fourths, but
this is my first championship. It was a unique
experience, to see the pride on the player’s
faces from what they accomplished.”

Get to know
Your PN Editors:

While not watching reruns of Family
Guy, this editor enjoys bouncing on
trampolines, walking golf courses,
and pondering the ways of the Rubick’s Cube. He is Features Editor
Sean Kickham.

Eat at Rich and Charlie’s
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by Pete Mackowiak, Kevin Casey

Calendar

Friday, September 1

Tuesday, September 5

Saturday, September 2

Wednesday, September 6

Schedule R
JV/V SOC @ Gibault, Oerter Park, 5/7pm
JV/V XC First Capitol Invitational @
McNair Park, 4:30pm
Seasoned Fries, Pizza

ACES Car Wash, 11am-3pm
V SOC vs. Brebeuf Jesuit-Indiana, 2pm

Monday, September 4

No Classes-Labor Day
Spring Fundraiser thru 9/15
B SOC Chaminade Tournament vs. Chaminade, @ Chaminade, 9am

Schedule R
B SOC Chaminade Tournament vs. Vianney, @ SLUH, 5:15pm
V SOC CBC Tournament vs. CBC, @
CBC, 7pm
Schedule R
Fr. Mom’s Cookie Sale
JV SOC vs. Priory, 4:15pm

Thursday, September 7

Schedule R
Fr. Mom’s Cookie Sale

PN Nightbeat
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Sep. 1 - Sep. 8

Jr. Rep. Mtg.
Mix-It Up Lunch
Soph. Latin Dream Team Mtg. (AP)
C FB @ Belleville Althoff, 4:30 pm
B SOC Chaminade Tournament vs. CBC,
@ Chaminade, 5:15pm
V SOC CBC Tournament vs. DeSmet, @
CBC, 5pm

Friday, September 8

Schedule M
Formal Attire
Mass of The Holy Spirit & Picture Day
V FB vs. Belleville Althoff @ Lindenwood Stadium (Belleville)

Correction

Last week the Prep News incorrectly reported that STUCO had
decided to change the mixer policy
to only SLUH males. It was in fact
the administration, not STUCO
that implemented the change.

Football Cap-

Congratulations to Big Sansone
and Dan Steck on becoming the latest two varsity football captains.

NOTICE

The St. Louis U. High Jr. Bills hit the ground running last night by trampling Parkway
South, 26-14.
The Jr. Bills took the lead early with an 89-yard touchdown run by sophomore running
back Ronnie Wingo (No. 23, above, running for some of his 164 yards). Parkway South
finally got on the board with 11:30 left in the second quarter, taking the lead 7-6. The Jr.
Bills quickly answered with an 11-yard touchdown run by Wingo. The Jr. Bills added
another score following a Parkway South fumble. Quarterback Mike Quinlan scored with
a 2-yard run on a quarterback keeper to extend the lead with 7:20 left in the half.
In the second half, the defense continued their dominance, forcing two fumbles. The
Footballbills ended the game with a bang when junior linebacker Andrew Bouquet returned
an interception 15 yards for a touchdown with just under two seconds left in the game to
put the icing on the cake.
- complied by Kevin McBrearty

SLUH is collecting the e-mail
addresses of students’ parents or
guardians in order to give teachers a better line of communication
with them. Parents can submit
their address at www.sluh.org/parent_email, or they can find the link
at www.sluh.org under “Parents.”
Also, if anyone needs help with
their K12 Planet password, contact
Kim Gohl at the switchboard or
e-mail her at gohl@sluh.org

